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Australian High Voltage
Infrastructure

POWERING
OUR WORLD
From the lights in our homes to the power that
keeps industry producing, it is impossible to
imagine our modern world without electricity.
The evolution of technology and the availability
of energy sources are creating exciting uplifts in
performance as the electricity industry becomes
more efficient. HV infrastructure allows electrical
systems to stay up-to-date with the evolving
power market, this ensures existing and new
technologies continue to provide reliable and
efficient supply.
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Australian electricity
network extends about
918,000 km. It could
circle the equator 23
times

Over 11 million
electricity customers
and 5 million gas
customers

Australia’s gas
infrastructure can
store the same amount
of energy as 6 billion
Powerwall batteries.

99.95% reliability of
power supply

100% privately owned
electricity networks
within Victoria, South
Australia

100% government owned
electricity networks in
Tasmania, Western Australia,
Northern Territory and
Queensland

22 electricity and gas
network businesses
in Australia with a mix
of public and private
ownership
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We work with network owners, solar
farm owners, mines and wind farm
owners to develop proactive and
comprehensive maintenance schedules
that limit downtime and ensure rapid
response whenever issues arise.

A CRITICAL AND
COMPLEX INDUSTRY
Network owners need partners
who understand the unique
challenges of the sector.

SAFETY

CONTINUITY OF PRODUCTION

REMOTE & DISPERSED ASSETS

SPARES & PARTS

High voltage infrastructure is extremely
dangerous work. Electricity can kill,
severely injure people and damage
property. Safe Work Australia research
calculates, an average death rate of 11
workers per year, between 2003-2015,
due to contact with electricity.
Of these deaths, 87% occurred
during the installation of electrical
infrastructure. The industry requires
workers to be highly competent
and experienced, with completion
of ongoing specialist training as the
industry advances.

A successful energy provider relies
on its ability to maintain safe,
consistent and reliable supply.
Downtime can result in significant
financial impacts as well as the flowon disruption to electricity users.
Scheduled maintenance and accurate
maintenance records ensure assets are
kept in optimal working condition to
avoid unplanned outages.

The nature of electricity networks is
that the assets are usually located
in remote regions, and are often
geographically dispersed over a
large area. This adds a dimension of
challenge, and increases the criticality
of routine maintenance inspections
and the timely response of an agile,
specialist team to perform reactive
maintenance.

The cost and size of spare parts
can make it impractical to hold large
stock of critical spares; yet the limited
availability and lead times of some
components complicates this choice.
Finding the balance is a key challenge.
We understand the network constraints
that providers face, be it from failure
of ageing assets, weather events,
the growth of distributed energy
resources and the capacity of existing
infrastructure to manage growth.
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CAPABILITY
THAT COUNTS

PURPOSE

STE specialises in high voltage infrastructure and
has a proven track record of planning and executing
projects in the most challenging of environments.

We are a community of like minds that relishes
a challenge so that we can service like-minded
clients to drive change and continual improvement.

We are uncompromising in our commitment
to providing a safe and reliable operating
environment for our team and our clients,
and we pride ourselves on being a
professional, agile, trustworthy and reliable
partner.
Our mission for the future is to:

The strength of our service is underpinned by:

TECHNICAL EXPERTISE

GEOGRAPHIC REACH

VALUE ENGINEERING

EQUIPMENT

Our team of skilled specialists has the
expertise to conduct HV infrastructure
work in a safe manner. We have an
impeccable safety record. In addition
to the industry-regulated training
and licensing requirements, our staff
complete courses specific to the
networks of our clients to ensure
thorough understanding of any
intricacies or dangers.

We service energy assets across
Australia and have the proven
agility to respond rapidly whenever
and wherever needed. From
routine inspections, to scheduled
maintenance, through to breakdown
rectification works, we will be there.

We reduce unplanned asset outages
and drive improved asset productivity
by developing customised scheduled
maintenance programs. Importantly,
we draw on our expertise in a diverse
range of assets and our broad portfolio
of OEMs to implement the appropriate
maintenance plans to support longterm asset management lifecycles. We
also work with asset owners to identify
and procure critical spares.

Our fleet of plant and equipment is the
best available in the market. Plant and
equipment is maintained to the highest
standard. We continuously assess the
suitability of plant and equipment to
ensure our diverse range of clients are
serviced to the highest standard.
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Excellent safety
record

Engineering &
Design Support

Experienced
electrical, testing and
commissioning teams
120+ years of
combined HV
Infrastructure
knowledge and
experience

24/7 Rapid
Response

Testing &
Commissioning

»G
 row our Australian capability through
developing strategic relationships with
diverse industry stakeholders
»E
 xpand our skills and processes to further
improve reliability and quality
»D
 evelop more innovative solutions
particularly by embracing emerging digital
technologies
»F
 oster our culture of continuous
improvement and offer additional career
and learning opportunities.
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STE delivers fully
integrated, end-to-end
services for HV assets.
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INTEGRATED SERVICE
CAPABILITY
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Our capability is underpinned by the breadth and depth of our people and assets, and supported by our recognised accreditations:

PEOPLE

MA

INTENA

NCE

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

TESTING AND COMMISSIONING

MAINTENANCE

We offer a full suite of design and construction
services tailored to HV network owners. Our
capabilities range from producing conceptual designs
through to project delivery, expansion ofHV networks,
asset replacement and new builds.

Our STE commissioning team has the capability to
install and test a large variety of low and high voltage
plant and protection systems. All of our testing
services are backed by extensive equipment reports.

We provide comprehensive asset lifecycle
maintenance solutions ranging from routine
inspections and scheduled maintenance, to
refurbishment and asset upgrades, through to
emergency response and breakdown rectification
works.
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FACILITIES

ACCREDITATIONS

40 Field Service Personnel

28 Field Service Vehicles

ISO45001

12 Management Support

1 Cessna Aircraft

ISO9001

4 Senior Commissioners

$0 Debt

ISO14001

2 Electrical Engineers

$2.75M+ HV Test
Equipment

CM3

8 Switching Operators
2 Apprentices

$7M+ Bank Guarantee
facility access through ASXlisted parent company

GoSupply 360° IBEDROLA
Electrical Contractor Licenses SA, VIC, QLD, NSW, NT, TAS
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TRUSTED
PARTNERS

NORTHERN
TERRITORY

Our expanding national
footprint means we are wellplaced to support network
providers, solar farm operators
and wind farm operators across
Australia, providing rapid
and agile response whenever
needed. We are driven to
expand our reach as the
industry grows across Australia.

STE is the proven partner for delivering and
maintaining HV Infrastructure within Australia.
With over 120 years of combined experience in network, mining and renewables, we’ve established ourselves as a proven partner to our HV
clients around Australia. We understand the importance of delivering professional, agile services that exceed expectations, and we’ve built a
reputation for maintaining trusted and valued client relationships.

2010
STE Solutions
Pty Ltd
established

2013

2014

2015

CM3
Accreditation

10 Year
Maintenance
Contract Boco
Rock Wind
Farm NSW

ElectraNet
132kV Current
Transformer
Testing

2015
SA Water
HV
Maintenance
at 15 Sites

2016
SA Water
HV Motor
Testing

2016
ElectraNet
Brinkworth
275kV CVT
Testing

2017
Osbourne Power Station
Transformer Testing

2013
STE endorsed
as ElectraNet
Contractor

2017
2014
ElectraNet
Reihausen OLTC
replacement
ElectraNet Snuggery
PSPM Replacement
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2015
First Solar
100MW Nyngan
Solar Farm &
53MW Broken Hill
Solar farm testing
& Commissioning

2016
Power Station
Commissioning – 5 x
42MW Gas Turbines
for IHI Engineering

2016
Mayfield
Industries
purchased 60%
shareholding

ElectraNet Hummock
to Adrossan 132kV
Line CVT replacement

2017
Cadia Mine 132kV
Transformer Testing

2017
ElectraNet Port Lincoln
132kV CVT Replacement

2017
Royalla Solar Farm
QLD Cable Failure
Locating & Repair

2017
ISO14001
Accreditation

2018
HV Cable Installation
and Commissioning
of the 110MW
Bungala Solar Farm
2018
Clare Solar Farm
QLD Cable Failure
Locating & Repair
2018
ElectraNet 275kV
Current Transformer
Replacement South East

Furthermore, we understand
the need to meet delivery
and generation expectations
and the needs of clients and
consumers. Ageing HV assets
means it is critical to implement
a robust maintenance /
replacement program to
ensure continuity of supply and
generation.

2018

2019

ElectraNet TIPS
STE becomes wholly
66kV Circuit Breaker
owned subsidiary
Maintenance &
of Mayfield Group
Refurbishment
Investments Pty Ltd (MGI)
2018
Wattle Point Wind
Farm Cable Failure
Locating & Repair

2019
Electranet HSE
Contractor Safety Award
for External Lighting
2019

ElectraNet Blanche 33kV Current
Transformer Replacement

QUEENSLAND
WESTERN
AUSTRALIA

SOUTH
AUSTRALIA

NEW SOUTH WALES

VICTORIA

2019

2020

ElectraNet Lighting Contract Award

ISO45001
Accreditation MGI
listed as public
company Mayfield
Group Holdings
Ltd (ASX:MYG)

ElectraNet AC Board Project Award
ElectraNet Current Transformer
replacement Project Award

2021
STE
becomes a
IBERDROLA
supplier with a
GoSupply 360
degree rating

2021

2022

STE
Participates
in the Port
Augusta
Renewable
Energy Park

Establish
an office
and depot
in NSW
and WA

2019
OZ Minerals
Prominent Hill
Substation Build

2020
Construction
activities
performed
on 6 Solar
farms

2020
PowerCor
REFCL Contract
Award for 22kV
Cable condition
assessment

2021
Award of
Vetas 2yr BOP
maintenance
contract for
SA, VIC, NSW

2021
Expansion to
Victoria with the
establishment of
an office and depot
facility in Ballarat
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hello@stesolutions.com.au

stesolutions.com.au
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